INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE: BOOT LINER - ARTHREX
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patients foot.

part D & E, around

3A. Place strap A (non-velcro side) of
middle strap on top of patient’s ankle.

middle
ankle is

3C. Wrap non-velcro side of the pad
around the patient’s toes.

5. Wrap bottom half of pad around the

3D. Wrap bottom half of pad around the rest
rest of the patients toes and place strap A
of the patients toes and place the
velcro on top of the non-velcro
side D
of so that the top of the patient’s
onto part
the pad so that the top of the patient’s
foot is wrapped. Be sure
footnotisto wrapped. Be sure not to overtighten..
overtighten.
4A. Wrap non-velcro side of the pad
around the patient’s6.
calfWrap
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2. Place patient’s heel in the middle of the
pad so that the notch3.
aligns
with non-hook,
Wrap
patient’s calf.

Place
strap B (hook & loop side) of
3B. Place strap B (velcro4.
side)
of middle
strap on top of strap A so the patient’s
strap
on
top of part E so the patient’s
foot is wrapped. Be sure not to
overtighten.
wrapped. Be sure not to over-tighten.
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1. Unfold bootliner and have the white
Instructions for Use:
DermaProx™ layer facing upwards.
Smith + Nephew
DermaProx Boot Liner
#72205287** 2. Place patient’s heel in the middle of the
pad so that the notch aligns with patient’s
1. Unfold bootliner and have the white
calf,
and the cutout aligns with patient’s heel.
DermaProx™ layer facing
upwards.

part F around the rest of the patients
calf.
4B. Wrap bottom half of pad around the
rest of the patients calf and place the
velcro on top of the non-velcro side of
7. Place
strap
the pad so that the patient’s
foot is
wrapped. Be sure not to overtighten.

C on top of part F so that the
patient’s calf is wrapped. Be sure not to
*DermaProx™ is a trademark of Xodus Medical
overtighten.
**Exclusively distributed by Smith+Nephew
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